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Abstract 

 
I argue that the best way for journalists to enable their audience to determine the truth about international rights 

questions and to grant the parties’ claims a fair hearing is by adhering to strict impartiality – i.e., by producing 

coverage that does not reflect the journalist’s personal views on the rights question.  I then argue that that the best 

way for journalists to provide strictly impartial coverage is by utilizing a legal trial, and more specifically an 

adversarial trial as a model for impartial presentation.  Unlike the traditional Just-the-Facts model, the adversarial 

model explicitly requires the journalist to challenge the narratives of the parties and to cover the relevant normative 

controversies.  It solves the problem of partiality in content choice by asking the journalist to take up the perspective 

of a principled zealous advocate for both sides of the international rights question. 
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Serious violations of rights are occurring perennially in an international context where no 

efficacious court of law exists to determine what happened and to administer justice.  Yet the victims 

of such violations are not wholly at the mercy of the global constellation of interests and power.  The 

court of global public opinion provides an informal forum where the parties’ claims can be heard and 

where the merits of these claims can sometimes affect the ultimate outcome.  Given the role the 

media plays in shaping the opinion of this “court,” the way in which journalists cover stories 

involving alleged international rights violations has a great deal of political and moral significance.  

Yet this topic has not received scholarly attention commensurate with its importance. 

Many scholars believe that news coverage should enable the audience to determine the truth 

and should provide a fair hearing for the perspectives of the different parties.1  Yet there is no 

agreement on how these goals should be accomplished when it comes to coverage of international 
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rights questions.  The role of the norm of impartiality is a particular source of controversy.2  Some 

scholars question whether coverage of international rights question should display impartiality at all.3  

Even among supporters of impartiality, there is a fierce debate over what impartiality means and how 

it should be pursued.4   

In this article, I defend two central normative claims.  First, media coverage of international 

rights questions should display strict impartiality by not reflecting, as far as possible, the journalist’s 

personal views on the right answer to international rights questions.  Second, the best way for a 

journalist to produce strictly impartial coverage of international rights questions is not by adopting 

the perspective of a passive recorder of facts, an open-minded investigator, or a fair-minded presenter 

of both sides’ positions.  Instead, I argue the journalist ought to be guided by (a version of) the model 

of impartiality utilized by the adversarial legal system. This model asks the journalist to alternate 

between the perspectives of principled zealous advocates/challengers for both sides of the debate 

over whether and to what extent rights have been violated in the international arena. 

My argument is divided into six sections.  In the first section, I explain what I mean by 

“international rights questions.”  In the second section, I define the requirement of strict impartiality 

and defend it against four alternatives: a journalism of attachment, investigative journalism, the 

marketplace of media perspectives, and analytical journalism.  In the third section, I consider how 

journalists should produce strictly impartial coverage, beginning with a discussion of the Just-the-

Facts model and its shortcomings.  In the fourth section, I consider and ultimately dismiss Ward’s 

“pragmatic objectivity” model.  In the fifth section, I develop and defend a model of adversarial 

journalistic impartiality.  I respond to objections to this model in the sixth section.  I then conclude 

and consider directions for future research.  
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1. International Rights Questions 

 Let me begin by clarifying what I mean by “international rights questions.”  By 

“international,” I mean rights questions that involve two parties who are not subject to a common, 

legitimate political authority.5  By “rights question,” I mean the question of whether and to what 

extent some party’s rights have been violated.  The kinds of alleged rights violations I am concerned 

with here include not only the violations of fundamental human rights, but also blockades, territorial 

expropriation, etc. 

I should emphasize straightaway that coverage of international rights questions properly 

constitutes only one component of journalists’ broader coverage of international conflicts.  In 

addition to covering rights questions, journalists should help their audience understand the roots of 

such conflicts and their likely outcomes.  Journalists may also have a duty to contribute to a peaceful 

resolution of international conflicts by reporting on possible solutions to the underlying grievances.6  

However, given the potential role of the media in influencing foreign policy with regards to basic 

international rights,7 coverage of international rights questions clearly has a special moral 

significance.  I therefore assume here that such coverage ought to be one key component of the 

journalist’s broader coverage of international conflicts. 

 

2. Truth, Fairness, and Strict Impartiality 

For the purposes of this paper, I take it as given that journalists have two central duties with 

regards to coverage of international rights questions.  The first is a duty to enable their audience to 

determine the truth about the alleged international rights violations.8  This is, first and foremost, a 

duty to the parties in the conflict.  If the audience reaches an incorrect conclusion, they may support 

policies that unjustly punish an innocent party or that fail to protect a party whose basic rights are 

being violated.  But it is also a duty to the audience.  After all, the audience generally turns to the 
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news to learn the truth about what is happening in the world, including whether and to what extent 

rights violations are occurring internationally.  Knowing the truth about rights violations not only 

satisfies the audience members’ curiosity.  It also enables them to support foreign policies that are 

wiser and more just, thus contributing to a flourishing democracy. 

The second important journalistic duty is to give the claims of the parties in the conflict a fair 

hearing.  In part, this plays an instrumental role in enabling the audience to determine the truth.  But 

a fair hearing also expresses an important type of respect for the parties the journalist is covering, 

giving them an opportunity to be heard in the international public sphere without unfair distortion. 

Moreover, just as the legitimacy of punishment in a legal trial depends on whether both sides have 

been given a fair hearing, so too the legitimacy of foreign interventions in an international conflict 

may well depend on whether the intervening policy-makers (and the voters that hold them 

accountable) have heard the parties’ claims presented fairly. 

How should journalists fulfill these two obligations?  It almost goes without saying that a 

journalist’s coverage should, as far as possible, be free of faulty thinking,9 as well as racism, sexism, 

bias against particular religious, national, or ethnic groups, a beholdingness to certain parties in the 

story, an overwhelming desire for recognition, etc.10 I also take it as uncontroversial that news 

organizations have pro tanto obligations to avoid organizational biases such as slanting or 

simplifying stories to maintain audience interest or to please sponsors.11  

The more controversial question is this: What role should the journalist’s personal views on 

the international rights question play in her news coverage?  In this section, I argue that coverage 

should not reflect the reporters’, editors’, or news organization owners’ views about the right answer 

to the international rights question.  This requirement, which I refer to as strict impartiality, is 

enshrined in the “Ethical Guidelines” of the Los Angeles Times, which state that, “A fair-minded 

reader of Times news coverage should not be able to discern the private opinions of those who 

contributed to that coverage, or to infer that the newspaper is promoting any agenda.”12  
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Now, I do not claim that strict impartiality is appropriate for all news organizations or stories.  

Instead, I will focus here on defending strict impartiality only for the international rights question 

coverage of those news organizations that claim to be impartial.13  

Strict impartiality is warranted in this context for at least four reasons.  First, the journalist 

can be wrong about the guilt and innocence of different parties, and in fact her judgment may be 

subject to special biases.  Second, in the international context, other institutions that would normally 

fairly and impartially evaluate whether rights have been violated (e.g., courts of law) are absent, 

significantly increasing the importance of impartial coverage by journalists.  Third, media audiences 

cannot generally be counted upon to actively seek out alternative perspectives from different news 

sources, thus impartial coverage from any one news source is particularly important.  Finally, strict 

impartiality raises the likelihood of the audience in aggregate reaching the right conclusion by 

preserving the independence of each audience member’s judgment.  I develop each of these 

arguments in response to the main challenges that have been leveled against strict impartiality. 

 

2.1 A Journalism of Attachment? 

The first challenge to strict impartiality comes from those who, like Martin Bell, advocate a 

“journalism of attachment.”14  On Bell’s view, strict impartiality is unacceptable because it requires 

the journalist to impermissibly “stand neutrally between good and evil, the victim and the 

oppressor.”15  Bell argues that, when the journalist is convinced that one party is guilty, she has a 

duty to tell what she sees as the truth about what is happening in a conflict to her news audience, 

even when her view of the truth is controversial.  The requirement of balance must, on Bell’s view, 

itself be balanced against the journalist’s duty as a human being to stand up against evil. 

However, the main problem with Bell’s view is that the journalist can be wrong about the 

guilt and innocence of the different parties.16  Bell writes as though good and evil, victim and 
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oppressor are clearly discernable and uncontroversial categories.  But in many international conflicts, 

reasonable people will disagree over which party falls into which category.  A journalist who 

abandons impartiality in favor of propounding her view of the truth could commit a grave injustice 

by biasing the presentation of the facts and arguments against an innocent party or by allowing a 

guilty party to continue to act with impunity. 

In fact, there are good reasons to think that the journalist’s judgment may be subject to 

special biases.   First, journalists have some choice over which areas of the world they cover, and this 

choice may sometimes be made on the basis of a philia for one of the parties in a conflict or a pre-

existing, less-than-fully-informed conviction about an under-recognized injustice.  Even more 

importantly, when covering an international conflict, a journalist is herself often a witness to some 

alleged rights violation from an inherently limited perspective.  For the same reasons a witness to an 

alleged crime in a legal context is not trusted to serve as an adjudicator, so too the journalist’s 

judgments on the international rights question that she is covering are suspect.  Thus, while the 

journalist may in general be more educated, reflective, and knowledgeable than the typical audience 

member, these special sources of bias suggest that her judgment on international rights questions 

may, in some cases at least, be less reliable than the typical audience member’s judgment.  These 

special sources of bias provide strong reasons for insisting that the journalist avoid reporting one-

sided conclusions about the answers to international rights questions. 

 

2.2 Investigative Journalism? 

Some might suggest that coverage of international rights questions should be governed by the 

norms of investigative journalism.  Investigative journalists will sometimes violate strict impartiality 

by producing coverage in which it is fairly clear that the journalist believes that some party is guilty 

of a rights violation.  This partiality is sometimes justified as a corrective to a broader imbalance of 

power in society.17 
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I do not wish to deny that the norms of investigative journalism might be justified in certain 

domestic contexts.  However, I argue that the norms of investigative journalism should not be applied 

to international rights questions because the safeguards that check the excesses of this type of 

journalism are often far less reliable in the international context.  First, unlike the domestic target of 

the investigative journalist, a foreign party that is unfairly portrayed as a rights-violator may not have 

easy access to the public forums in the journalist’s home country.  Second, unlike domestic targets of 

investigative journalism, the alleged international rights violator may also have limited or no ability 

to sue the journalist and her organization if her coverage veers into the realm of libel.18  Most 

importantly, since the parties in the international context generally do not have the benefit of an 

impartial, efficacious trial, there is far greater moral importance to ensuring that the parties’ 

arguments and claims are presented in a fair manner by journalists.  Thus, even if less-than-strictly-

impartial investigative journalism is appropriate in certain domestic contexts, it seems unacceptably 

dangerous when it comes to coverage of international rights questions. 

 

2.3 A Marketplace of Media Perspectives? 

A third challenge to strict impartiality comes from advocates of a marketplace of media 

perspectives.19  Proponents of the marketplace of ideas might question whether impartial news 

coverage by each news organization is really necessary to enable the audience to discern the truth 

and to give the parties’ claims a fair hearing.  After all, in a marketplace of ideas, the audience is free 

to seek coverage from journalists with a variety of viewpoints.  Though each journalist’s news 

coverage may fail to be strictly impartial (or even moderately balanced), the overall news coverage 

in the media environment could achieve the necessary level of balance and diversity of viewpoints.  

While this argument might have some merit in theory, it is inadequate in practice.  First, there 

is no guarantee that the perspective of every party in an international conflict will be fairly presented 
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in every country’s media market.  Sometimes, there will be no prominent journalists in a particular 

country who are sympathetic to one of the parties in an international conflict.  And international 

parties who are initially viewed unsympathetically may face significant difficulties directly accessing 

the country’s public forums themselves.  Thus, in some cases, the marketplace of media perspectives 

may result in relatively one-sided coverage of the international rights question, even in a country’s 

media environment taken as a whole.   

But even if every perspective is represented in a particular country, it is utopian to expect the 

majority of news consumers to actively seek out a variety of viewpoints.  Though some individuals 

do pay attention to several news sources, many individuals fail to pay attention in any deep way to 

even a single news source, let alone seeking out multiple media perspectives.20  Seeking out different 

perspectives requires time and cognitive effort.  In addition, news consumers often have a preference 

for coverage that confirms their pre-existing views.21  So a system which relies on the audience 

“shopping around” in the marketplace of media perspectives is likely to lead to an ossification of the 

audience’s pre-existing opinions about international rights questions and is unlikely to expose the 

average audience member to a fair account of both parties’ claims.22 Thus, if we are interested in 

enabling the audience to determine the truth and in giving the parties’ claims a fair hearing, it seems 

unrealistic to simply rely on the marketplace of ideas. 

 

2.4 Analytical Journalism? 

The final challenge to strict impartiality comes from proponents of analytical journalism.  

These proponents (e.g., Mitchell Stephens) question the usefulness of the separation between news 

and analysis.  They argue that news coverage should explicitly include the journalist’s considered 

judgment about the answer to international rights questions.23 

 This is in many ways the most powerful challenge to strict impartiality. After all, it seems 

plausible that the audience could benefit from the considered judgment of the journalist (a person 
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who has spent a great deal of time becoming informed about and reflecting on the international rights 

question).  Moreover, a well-executed analytical journalism piece could give the parties’ claims a fair 

hearing while giving the audience the resources to challenge the journalist’s conclusion. 

There are, however, several problems with this alternative to strict impartiality.  First, the 

journalist’s presentation of her own views on the rights question may undermine her ability to present 

the facts and arguments on both sides fairly.  The journalist may feel psychological pressure to spend 

more time justifying her conclusions, and, given the limited media space, this may come at the 

expense of a fully fair presentation of the facts and arguments on the other side.  

Second, as I argued above, the journalist’s judgment may be subject to special biases.  It is 

certainly possible that these biases could, in certain cases, make the journalist’s judgment of the 

correct answer to the international rights question less reliable than the judgments of her audience. 

But even if the journalist’s judgment is more reliable than the typical audience member’s 

judgment, the truth might nevertheless be best served by strict impartiality because of the importance 

of preserving the independence of each audience member’s judgment.  As the Condorcet Jury 

Theorem demonstrates, if there are many individuals making a judgment, each individual is more 

likely than not to be right, individuals’ mistakes are not biased in a particular direction, the 

judgments are independent, and the ultimate outcome depends on the majority of the independent 

judgments, then the likelihood of the right outcome can be quite high.24  The journalist’s sharing of 

her judgment with the audience may compromise the independence condition,25 especially since the 

journalist is often (rightly) perceived to have special expertise.  Thus, even if the journalist is more 

likely to be right than the typical audience member, she may not be more likely to be right than the 

audience members in aggregate when the independence of their judgment is preserved.  This, I think, 

provides the strongest argument for insisting that news coverage of international rights question 

should display strict impartiality. 
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3. The Problems with Just-the-Facts 

 Let me turn, then, to the second central question that I wish to consider in this paper: 

How should the journalist produce strictly impartial coverage?  The traditional model of 

impartiality that guides journalists (at least in English-speaking countries) is sometimes called the 

Just-the-Facts model.  In the simplest version of this model,26 the journalist is asked to act as an 

undistorted “mirror on nature.”27  As Stephen Ward writes, according to this model, “The report is 

impartial if and only if it is a factual and accurate recording of an event.  It reports only the facts, and 

eliminates comment, interpretation, and speculation by the reporter.”28 

 The model can be seen as having two components.  The first is the Five W’s and one H (5-

Ws for short).  This is the “who, what, where, when, why, and how” of the story.29  These facts 

should be presented in order of importance and go from the more general to the more detailed.30   

The second component is what I refer to as alternative narratives (what Brent Cunningham refers to 

as “the ‘he said’ and ‘she said’ [of the story].”31)  The alternative narratives component asks the 

journalist to report each party’s perspective on the issue, often in its own words.  

In order to see how the Just-the-Facts model works, consider the following short piece, which 

appeared on the CNN website on May 27th, 2010:  

 

State media: Lebanon fires on Israeli warplanes32 

From Amir Ahmed, CNN 

 
STORY HIGHLIGHTS 

• Lebanon fires on Israeli warplanes, state media reports 

• Lebanon regularly reports airspace violations by Israel 

• The Israeli military does not comment on activity or rumors of activity, a spokeswoman 

says 
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(CNN) -- The Lebanese army fired anti-aircraft guns on Israeli warplanes Wednesday after 

what it said were repeated violations of Lebanese airspace, state media reported. 

According to the National News Agency of Lebanon, the army opened fire after Israeli 

planes entered Lebanese airspace for a third time over a two-hour period in what would be 

a violation of U.N. Security Council Resolution 1701. 

"The Israel Defense Forces does not comment on Israeli Air Force activity or rumors 

regarding it," an IDF spokeswoman said. 

Airspace violations by Israel have been reported since a cease fire was established 

following five weeks of fighting between Israel and Hezbollah in the summer of 2006. The 

Israeli military attacked after Lebanese-based Hezbollah militants kidnapped two Israeli 

soldiers during a cross-border raid. 

Under Resolution 1701, Israel is not supposed to conduct military operations over or in 

Lebanon. Israel has accused Hezbollah of smuggling arms into southern Lebanon, also in 

violation of the resolution. 

 

This short article is a good example of the Just-the-Facts model at work.  The 5-Ws include 

the parties involved (Lebanon and Israel), the Lebanese firing of anti-aircraft guns on Israeli 

warplanes, the location (Lebanon’s air space), the day of the incident, the background of the war, and 

some of the provisions of resolution 1701.  The alternative narratives are as follows:  Lebanon claims 

that Israel is violating its airspace in violation of Resolution 1701.  Israel has refused to officially 

comment on this incident.  But in the past it has claimed that Hezbollah is smuggling arms into 

Southern Lebanon (also in violation of Resolution 1701).   
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 This article illustrates some of the advantages of the Just-the-Facts model.  In a relatively 

short space, the journalist following this model is able to convey much of what is important about the 

incident (the 5-Ws).  Moreover, both parties have a chance to provide their perspective on the 

incident (the alternative narratives).  Most importantly, the journalist is not explicitly taking sides.  It 

is difficult for a fair-minded reader to determine what the journalist’s own personal views are about 

who is in the right. 

However, there are also several well-known problems with the Just-the-Facts model which 

can be seen in the piece above, and here I will focus on the four most important.33  The first problem 

is that this model discourages evaluation of the parties’ conflicting claims.  These claims are often 

both deeply contested and central to the rights question.  Yet the journalist following the Just-the-

Facts model rarely gives the audience the information needed to challenge the alternative narratives 

of the parties.34  After all, it is unclear how the journalist can present evidence that effectively paints 

one party as a liar without displaying partiality.35  Yet at the same time, it is unrealistic to expect the 

audience members themselves to gather the evidence needed to evaluate the parties’ claims.  The 

journalist’s failure to evaluate the parties’ claims severely undermines the ability of the audience to 

determine the truth about rights questions.36 

Consider the CNN article above.  The reader learns that the Lebanese are claiming that Israeli 

warplanes are violating their airspace.  But since Israel officially refuses to acknowledge that these 

flights are occurring, the journalist does not provide evidence that confirms or disputes this claim.  

Similarly, the reader learns that the Israelis are claiming that Hezbollah is smuggling weapons into 

Southern Lebanon.  Yet the journalist does not discuss the likelihood that such smuggling is actually 

occurring.  The truth of the Israeli and Lebanese claims is critical to answering the rights question, 

yet the audience is not provided with the resources needed to evaluate these claims. 

The second problem with the Just-the-Facts model is that it does not provide sufficient space 

for exposing the audience to the underlying normative controversies that are quite often at the heart 
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of international rights questions.  While a journalist might, for example, report what international law 

says in a certain situation, it is unclear how the journalist who is following the Just-the-Facts model 

can allow the audience to evaluate the justice of such a law.  As Carrie Figdor points out, since 

normative claims are not subject to empirical verification in the same way as positive claims are, they 

should not be included in the journalist’s coverage under the Just-the-Facts model.37   

Now, it is true that the parties themselves sometimes include normative claims in their 

statements to the press, and this provides the audience with some exposure to the normative issues at 

stake.  But the parties themselves do not always make the strongest arguments possible.  Sometimes 

they may even choose not to comment at all.   

For example, in the CNN article above, Israel refuses to discuss the incident, leaving the 

critical self-defense justification for Israel’s actions underdeveloped.  Admittedly, the audience does 

learn that Israel has accused Hezbollah of smuggling weapons into Southern Lebanon in the past.  

And an intelligent, informed reader might connect the Israeli flights to the need to monitor the 

Hezbollah’s weapon movements.  But the reader may also come away from the article with the 

impression that the Israeli justification for its incursions is that violations of Resolution 1701 on the 

Lebanese side justify Israel’s own violations (a relatively weak argument). 

A third problem with the Just-the-Fact model is that it is unclear how a journalist can 

impartially choose which facts to report and how to frame the story.38  There are obviously too many 

facts to include in any story.  Moreover, there is rarely space to include all of the different parties’ 

statements.  Thus, the journalist must make a choice about which facts and statements to include.  

Yet it is not at all clear how the journalist following the Just-the-Facts can impartially choose which 

facts and statements to include in her coverage. 

Journalists are often told to choose facts based on their “importance.”  But the judgment of 

the importance of a fact, at least at the margin, seems to heavily depend on the journalist’s personal 

views on the international rights question.39  If the journalist believes that Lebanon is justified in 
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firing at the Israeli warplanes, then, from the journalist’s perspective, the fact that the Israeli planes 

have not attacked any Lebanese targets since the end of the war might not seem particularly 

important.  Instead, what might well seem more important is the frequency of the flights, the fact that 

some occur at low altitudes, and the extent of the destruction that Israel has visited on Lebanon in the 

past.40  So while the Just-the-Facts model appears to be a model of strictly impartial reporting, as 

many scholars have recognized, it in fact routinely leads to violations of strict impartiality when it 

comes to the choice of the facts and the framing of the story. 

Admittedly, the journalist’s selective choice of facts is a less obvious violation of impartiality 

than explicit editorializing.  But the subtlety of this partiality, while sometimes placing constraints on 

its extent, also makes it far more pernicious.  This type of partiality can lead the audience to believe 

that they are receiving impartial coverage.  Moreover, because the notion of “importance” is so 

subjective and poorly-defined, coverage must be very skewed indeed before the claim of partiality 

can be convincingly substantiated and differentiated from a mere reasonable disagreement about 

relative importance of facts. 

The final problem with the Just-the-Facts model is that it is quite dry.  Interesting writing 

often requires the use of colorful, emotive language.  But such language can betray a particular 

perspective on the issue (e.g., by describing a particular party’s action with words that have negative 

connotations).41  A proponent of the Just-the-Facts model might be willing to accept the occasional 

dullness as the price of impartial reporting.  But the problems this dullness poses go beyond a less 

enjoyable experience for the readers and lower profit margins for the news organization.  The deeper 

worry is that boring Just-the-Facts journalism will lead news consumers to abandon impartial sources 

for more interesting, less balanced coverage of international rights questions or to remain ignorant 

about the alleged international rights violation altogether. 

One solution to all of these problems is to abandon the requirement of strict impartiality.  

But, as I have already argued, partial coverage generates its own set of problems.  Instead, I believe 
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that we ought to search for a better model of impartial news coverage of international rights 

questions.  I now turn to considering some possibilities. 

 

4. The Inquisitorial Trial as a Model: Pragmatic Objectivity 

The legal system seems like a promising place for alternative models of impartiality for 

coverage of international rights questions.42  After all, a central goal of the legal theorist is to design a 

trial that will allow adjudicators (in many cases, ordinary men and women) to accurately decide 

whether and to what extent rights have been violated while also respecting the parties’ rights to a fair 

hearing.43  This is quite similar to the goals of the theorist laying down guidelines for media coverage 

of international rights questions. 

Of course, there are also important differences between the journalistic and legal contexts.  

For example, in the journalistic context, the applicable law is often far more contested, the facts are 

generally much more complex and difficult to ascertain, the constraints on how much information 

can be presented are far more severe, and there is no straightforward mechanism to enforce the 

judgment of the adjudicators.  However, I am not suggesting that journalists use legal trials as models 

for coverage in a rigid, exact fashion.  Instead, my claim is that the general approach that trials take 

to achieving an impartial and fair examination of rights questions can potentially be adapted to the 

media context.  I freely concede that any such adaptation will have to take into account the 

journalist’s particular medium as well as the special constraints (e.g., deadlines, media space, etc.) 

that journalists face. 

 Two broad types of trials are currently in use in much of the world: adversarial and 

inquisitorial.  In this section, my aim is to evaluate whether the inquisitorial trial might serve as a 

good model for journalistic impartiality. 
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 The inquisitorial trial is conducted by a judge whose primary aim is to guide the presentation 

of facts, witnesses, and arguments in the way that is most likely to directly reveal the truth.  The 

judge is not bound by the parties’ positions.44 That is, she need not make the same choices about 

issue framing or evidence presentation that the parties’ lawyers would make if they were given the 

opportunity to do so.  However, the inquisitorial trial achieves a kind of impartiality by relying on the 

judge’s lack of bias, her open-mindedness, and her commitment to be fair to the perspectives of the 

parties. 

It is not implausible to think that the model of impartiality used by the inquisitorial trial could 

be applied in the journalistic context.  And, in fact, something very much in this vein has already 

been proposed by Stephen Ward under the label of “pragmatic objectivity.”45  Like the inquisitorial 

judge, a journalist adhering to pragmatic objectivity aims at directly revealing the truth to the 

adjudicators (although she does not share her own conclusions explicitly with her audience).  Also 

like the inquisitorial judge, the journalist following the strictures of pragmatic objectivity achieves a 

kind of impartiality by adopting a stance of rationality, openness to other perspectives, a commitment 

to disinterested pursuit of the truth, and intellectual integrity.46  Moreover, she constantly tests her 

beliefs against empirical realities and the rest of her considered judgments and remains committed to 

being fair in representing the claims of the parties that she is covering.47   

The pragmatic objectivity model is attractive because it mitigates two of the problems that I 

highlighted with the Just-the-Facts model.  First, a journalist adhering to pragmatic objectivity is 

explicitly charged with challenging the parties’ claims.  Such challenges go beyond merely asking 

different parties tough questions (something which many journalists already do).  Instead, such 

challenges often entail presenting evidence that directly contradicts the different sides’ claims (when 

such evidence is available).   

This model of impartiality is also an improvement over Just-the-Facts in that it does require 

the journalist to shy away from normative issues.  The journalist adhering to pragmatic objectivity 
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can address normative arguments in her coverage, and can also include value judgments as long as 

they are sufficiently supported by evidence.48 

 Yet the pragmatic objectivity model fails to sufficiently address the other two shortcomings 

of the Just-the-Facts model.  First (and most importantly), the journalist following the precepts of 

pragmatic objectivity does not achieve strict impartiality.  Two journalists who both follow the 

precepts of pragmatic objectivity but who hold opposing views on some international rights question 

will, I claim, produce markedly different coverage of the same story.  Admittedly, pragmatic 

objectivity calls upon the journalist to try to partially transcend her epistemic commitments and to be 

fair to the different parties’ claims.  And so there will likely be significant overlap in these two 

journalists’ coverage.  However, ultimately a journalist pursuing pragmatic objectivity is committed 

to presenting the content that is most conducive to directly revealing the truth.  And, as I argued in 

the context of the Just-the-Facts model, the judgment of which content is most conducive to this end 

depends on the journalist’s own considered view on the truth of the matter (i.e., whether rights 

violations have in fact occurred).  The journalist who believes that Lebanon has a right to fire anti-

aircraft guns at the Israeli warplanes will focus on somewhat different facts and arguments in her 

coverage than the journalist who believes that Lebanon acted unjustly, even if both faithfully follow 

Ward’s model of pragmatic objectivity. 

 Admittedly, the pragmatic objectivity model’s violations of strict impartiality are more “out 

in the open” than those generated by the Just-the-Facts model.  There is no pretense that the 

journalist is merely a passive recorder of facts or mirror onto nature.  However, this does not 

eliminate the core problems that come with the failure of strict impartiality such as the magnification 

of the effects of the journalist’s special biases and the vitiation of the independence of each audience 

member’s judgment. 

The second problem with pragmatic objectivity is that it does not go far enough to solve the 

problem of audience interest.  Although the challenges of the parties’ claims and the inclusion of 
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some evaluative language may be more interesting than a dry Just-the-Facts presentation, there are 

still fairly stringent limits on how far the journalist can go.  On Ward’s view, the pragmatically 

objective journalist can use evaluative language when it is supported by the evidence.49  However, 

there will often be reasonable disagreement regarding whether the facts support a particular 

evaluative stance.  In such a situation both the presiding judge in the inquisitorial trial and the 

journalist following the strictures of pragmatic objectivity will have to be somewhat circumspect in 

the use of colorful rhetoric and emotive, gripping language. 

Despite these problems, the inquisitorial approach is used in legal systems around the world.  

We might therefore wonder whether these problems are really so bad after all.   

However, note that in the legal context, there are mechanisms that are meant to mitigate these 

problems – mechanisms that are not present in the journalistic context and which would be difficult 

to introduce.  First, there are a variety of institutional checks on the presiding judge’s ability to 

present the case in a skewed manner.  These include the well-defined nature of the legal question, 

attorneys who can pose their own questions if they feel that the judge has failed to sufficiently 

examine a certain issue, the possibility of a formal appeal of the judge’s decision, and far fewer time 

and space constraints that can be used as excuses for leaving important avenues of inquiry 

unexplored.50  Second, the problem of audience interest is also less important in the inquisitorial trial.  

Though the inquisitorial trial itself may not be gripping, the adjudicators are a “captive audience” and 

know that they will be asked to deliberate about the proceedings (and therefore have a special 

incentive to pay attention).51  Since these mitigating factors are absent in the journalistic context, 

even those who believe that the inquisitorial system works well in the legal context might agree that a 

model of inquisitorial journalistic impartiality has significant shortcomings, at least in the context of 

coverage of international rights questions.  It therefore seems worthwhile to consider alternatives. 
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5. The Adversarial Trial as a Model 

I argue in this section that a model of impartiality based on the adversarial legal trial can 

address these shortcomings.  An adversarial trial achieves an impartial presentation of facts and 

arguments by staging a contest between two opposing sides each of which aims to zealously defend 

competing claims given certain (neutrally-enforced) constraints.52  I argue that this approach to 

impartiality, which is different from the passive fact recorder approach and from the inquiry-for-truth 

approach discussed above, provides at attractive model for impartial coverage of international rights 

questions. 

Some readers may find the use of an adversarial legal trial as a model for journalistic 

impartiality to be initially implausible.  After all, as Goodpaster points out, “Neither scientists, 

engineers, historians nor scholars from any other discipline use bipolar adversary trials to determine 

facts.  Following the space shuttle explosion, for example, no one proposed that the investigating 

Presidential Commission adopt the procedures of adversary civil or criminal trials.”53 Goodpaster’s 

point is that staging a contest between two one-sided, zealously argued views is not always (and 

perhaps even not generally) the best way to enable some set of adjudicators to reach the correct 

conclusion. 

There are at least two responses to this criticism.  First, remember that the truth is not the 

only thing that matters.  The journalist also has a duty to the parties she is covering to present their 

claims fairly.  As Goodpaster concedes, a concern with both truth and fairness is a stronger 

justification for the use of an adversarial approach than a concern for truth alone.54  Second (and 

more importantly), the adversarial journalistic model can be adapted to address some of the key 

shortcomings of the adversarial legal model.  I turn now to discussing the similarities and the 

differences between the two models and how the differences help address the problems with the legal 

adversarial approach. 
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5.1 The Journalistic and Legal Adversarial Models: Similarities and Differences 

Let me begin with the key similarity between the two models:  Like the legal adversarial 

model, the journalistic adversarial model asks the journalist to take on the role of a zealous advocate.  

The journalist is asked to present factual claims, decide which experts to interview, frame the story, 

and present arguments zealously (i.e., in a way that a partisan of that side of the argument would 

endorse).  The journalist is also asked to zealously challenge the factual claims, normative 

arguments, expert testimony, etc. that support the other side of the argument.  This emphasis on 

challenges differentiates the adversarial model from the fairly uncritical “he said, she said” coverage 

of a story that is all too often presented in the media. 

However, the journalistic adversarial model is also different from the legal adversarial model 

in three important ways.  First, unlike lawyers in the adversarial legal system, the journalist is not 

asked to advocate for only one side.  Instead, the journalistic adversarial model requires each 

journalist or team of journalists to alternate between the perspectives of zealous 

advocates/challengers for both sides of the international rights question.  That is, the journalist or 

journalistic team covering a particular international rights question effectively subsumes the roles of 

both lawyers. 

There are two important reasons for this difference.  First, few media organizations can 

afford to have two teams of journalists working on each international rights question and few have 

the media space for two pieces on each rights question.  Second, and more importantly, having one 

journalist or team of journalists subsume the role of both lawyers avoids the danger that a less 

experienced or skilled team of journalists will be assigned to one side of an international rights 

question.  This avoids the unevenness in advocacy that all too often plagues adversarial legal trials. 

The second key difference between the legal and journalistic adversarial models is this: 

unlike lawyers, journalists following the journalistic adversarial model must also play other roles 

besides those of zealous advocate for both sides.  For example, the journalist must take on the role of 
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an open-minded investigator in gathering the appropriate evidence about the alleged international 

rights violation.  Moreover, the journalist must at times take on the role of a neutral judge in 

determining what evidence meets minimal standards of reliability and which experts meet 

satisfactory standards for expertise.   

These additional roles admittedly make the journalist’s task even more difficult than that of 

the lawyers.  But it is unfortunately unrealistic to assign these roles to any other actor given the time 

and budget constraints of media organizations (though the editor might certainly play some of these 

roles in certain cases).  Since journalists must take the roles of gathering and evaluating evidence in 

the other major models of impartiality, I will not explore these non-advocate roles in any detail here. 

 

5.2 Mercenary vs. Principled Zealous Advocacy 

I wish to focus instead on the journalist’s role as a zealous advocate and on the third and most 

important difference between the legal and journalistic adversarial models - the nature of zealous 

advocacy that the model asks of the journalist versus the lawyer.  I argue in this section that, rather 

than assuming the perspective of a mercenary zealous advocate (a perspective adopted by many 

lawyers), a journalist following the adversarial journalistic model should instead adopt the 

perspective of a principled zealous advocate. 

As legal scholars have long recognized, most adversarial trials are not contests between two 

principled debaters.55  Instead, lawyers often take actions that are inimical to the adversarial quest for 

truth, including appealing to the jury’s prejudices and stereotypes (when that is helpful), using 

rhetorical tricks and argumentative fallacies to sway the jury, and unfairly disrupting the other side’s 

case (e.g., with well-timed, spurious objections).56  In fact, many (but by no means all) legal scholars 

have condoned such actions, calling on the lawyer to act as a no-holds-barred agent of her client, 

doing anything (except what is legally prohibited) in order to win the case.57  In other words, lawyers 

are often asked to act as mercenary zealous advocates. 
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I take no position here in the debate among legal scholars over whether lawyers should 

behave in this way.  My aim is to argue that the journalist should not adopt the perspective of a 

mercenary zealous advocate.  Instead, the journalist should adopt the perspective of a principled 

zealous advocate. 

What does it mean to be a principled zealous advocate?  Several critics of mercenary zealous 

advocacy have developed conceptions of principled zealous advocacy in the legal context, each of 

which could plausibly be adapted to the journalistic context.58  And it is unfortunately beyond the 

scope of this paper to consider all of these different conceptions in order to develop and defend a full 

and detailed account of principled zealous advocacy for journalists.  Instead, I will focus on one 

crucial difference between the two forms of advocacy: While the mercenary advocate will use 

whatever means necessary (within legal constrains) to persuade the adjudicators, the principled 

zealous advocate is committed to persuasion using only the force of the stronger argument.  In 

practice, this means that the journalist, unlike the lawyer, should not appeal to the prejudices of the 

audience in order to gain an advantage.  She should also forbear from exploiting argumentative 

fallacies, rhetorical tricks, or obfuscation in advancing the argument for a particular side or in 

undermining the other side’s argument.59 

Once principled zealous advocacy is distinguished from mercenary zealous advocacy (even 

in this fairly minimal way), the arguments in its favor are clear.  As many scholars have pointed out, 

the mercenary aspects of the lawyer’s role (e.g., the tricks, the appeals to prejudice, etc.) undermine 

the adversarial quest for truth and are unfair to the different parties.60 And since I have assumed that 

truth and fairness to the parties are the most important values at stake in coverage of international 

rights questions, it seems straightforward to hold that principled zealous advocacy is better than 

mercenary zealous advocacy. 

But if a principled adversarial approach is so clearly superior, why are lawyers nevertheless 

asked (by some thinkers at least) to act as mercenary zealous advocates?  And if there are good 
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reasons to have lawyers behave in this way, might these reasons not also apply to journalists?   

 I concede that there are indeed good reasons to ask lawyers to act as mercenary rather than 

principled zealous advocates.  However, I argue in the rest of this section that these reasons do not 

apply to journalists with nearly the same force.   

Asking lawyers to act as mercenary zealous advocates has sometimes been justified as a way 

of providing an additional level of protection to individuals against abuses of power by the much 

more powerful state.61  On this view, the unfair rhetorical tricks and unscrupulous tactics of the 

defense lawyer, though admittedly not ideal, create a more balanced overall playing field in the 

courtroom. 

However, this additional protection does not seem as necessary in the journalistic context.  

Admittedly, there are sometimes significant asymmetries of power between the parties in 

international conflicts.  Yet very rarely will differences in power between the parties come close to 

the differences in power between one individual and the state.  More importantly, even if one party in 

the conflict is much more powerful, what is relevant here is the ability of the different parties to 

unduly influence the adjudication process.  And it seems highly unlikely that a party in some 

international conflict, even if it is much more powerful, could have the same undue, asymmetric 

influence over the “court” of global public opinion that a state could have over a court of law in its 

own jurisdiction. 

A second reason for asking the lawyer to act as an agent of her client is accessibility.  Parties 

in adversarial trials often find themselves unable to advocate effectively on their own behalf, in part 

due to the procedural complexity of the legal system.  Since this complexity (e.g. rules of evidence) 

is useful, and since training everyone to navigate this complexity would be enormously expensive, 

permitting lawyers to act as the agents of their clients (i.e., as mercenary zealous advocates) may be 

an unfortunate but ultimately justified compromise between the legal system’s truth-tracking 

potential and its accessibility.   
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However, in the journalistic context, the international parties do not face formal barriers of 

procedural complexity in advocating their own cases in the court of global public opinion.  And since 

the parties do not face these barriers, there is less reason for asking journalists to take on the role of 

mercenary zealous advocates. 

A third reason for asking lawyers to act as mercenary zealous advocates has to do with the 

strong monetary and professional incentives that lawyers have to act this way.  Insisting that lawyers 

limit their zeal on behalf of their clients to “principled” arguments might be utopian and might well 

entail significant professional hardship for those lawyers who heed this call (given that some of their 

professional competitors will not).  Moreover, if one lawyer is a principled zealous advocate while 

the other is a mercenary zealous advocate, this might seriously skew the case towards the less 

scrupulous side. 

However, these concerns are not nearly as salient in the journalistic case.  First, the 

connections of self-interest between the journalist and the parties she covers are not nearly as strong 

as the analogous connections between the lawyer and her client.  After all, the journalist is not paid 

by the parties she is covering.  Thus, there is nothing quixotic about expecting a journalist to serve as 

a principled zealous advocate for a position rather than a mercenary zealous advocate.  Moreover, 

since the same journalistic team is covering both sides of the debate, there is little worry about a 

morally corrupt agent gaining an advantage.   

Given that the reasons for asking the journalist as mercenary zealous advocates are not 

particularly strong while the potential harm to audience’s ability to determine the truth of this 

mercenary approach is significant, it seems reasonable to ask the journalist following the journalistic 

adversarial model to rely only on the strength of the best possible argument in her zealous advocacy.   
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5.3 The Adversarial Model in Practice 

 Having described the broad outlines of the journalistic adversarial model, it may be useful at 

this point to illustrate how this model might work in practice.  To this end, I have rewritten the CNN 

article above to be more in line with the adversarial model’s recommendations:62 

 

State media: Lebanon fires on Israeli warplane 

(Adversarial Model Version)                

STORY HIGHLIGHTS 

• Lebanon fires on Israeli warplanes, state media reports 

• Lebanon argues that warplane incursions violate its sovereignty, UN resolution 

• Israelis argue that incursions are in self-defense, firing on its planes unjustified 

 

-- The Lebanese army fired anti-aircraft guns on Israeli warplanes Wednesday after what it 

said were repeated violations of Lebanese airspace, state media reported. 

According to the National News Agency of Lebanon, the army opened fire after Israeli 

planes entered Lebanese airspace for a third time over a two-hour period.   

Airspace violations by Israel have been reported since a ceasefire was established following 

five weeks of fighting between Israel and Hezbollah in the summer of 2006. The Israeli 

military attacked after Lebanese-based Hezbollah militants kidnapped two Israeli soldiers 

during a cross-border raid. 

Defenders of Lebanon’s actions argue that Lebanon is safeguarding its sovereignty against 

unjustified, arrogant Israeli incursions that unacceptably disrupt daily life, engender anger 
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and fear among Lebanese residents, and are also in flagrant violation of U.N. Security 

Council Resolution 1701. 

An Israel Defense Forces spokeswoman has refused to comment on the alleged incursions.  

But eyewitnesses confirmed flights in Lebanese airspace are occurring, and Israeli sources 

have privately acknowledged that the Israel Air Force is indeed conducting operations in 

Southern Lebanon. 

Defenders of Israel’s actions argue that the flights, which have been conducting surveillance 

only, are needed to monitor the rearmament of Hezbollah in Southern Lebanon - a 

rearmament that is also a blatant violation of Resolution 1701 and which they contend 

Lebanon is not doing enough to prevent.  On the Israeli view, the firing of anti-aircraft guns 

was an unjustified and unacceptable interference in Israel’s exercise of its right to self-

defense. 

Experts widely acknowledge that Hezbollah’s rearmament is indeed taking place, though 

there is disagreement over its extent.  

Defenders of Lebanon’s actions counter that the frequency and altitude of Israeli incursions 

are out of line with reconnaissance objectives, though Israel’s defenders dispute this, and 

military experts are divided on this issue. 

 
 Having rewritten the article, I now wish to compare it to the original, beginning with the 

similarities.  First, the headline has remained the same.  Since there is only one headline and 

since it must be short, we cannot apply the adversarial approach to this important part of the 

article.  Instead, as in the Just-the-Facts model, the headline should focus on the facts, and should 

be a headline that neither side could reasonably object to.   
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Second, the central, uncontroversial facts and the background of the story have remained 

the same.  In a longer piece, perhaps the journalist would frame the story and lay out the basic 

facts and background twice (once from the perspective of each side).  However, given length 

constraints for this article, it seems warranted to begin with a set of uncontroversial facts that are 

chosen and presented in such a way that no zealous advocate for either side could reasonably 

object. 

However, there are also important differences in the two versions of the article.  First, the 

rewritten article places much greater emphasis on normative claims.  The arguments about Lebanese 

sovereignty, the claims of the Lebanese population against disruption of daily life, and Israel’s self-

defense claims are made explicit in the rewritten version.  These claims are also included in the 

initial bullets used to summarize the central points of the article.  This greater focus on these issues is 

not merely a matter of style.  The adversarial model explicitly calls on the journalist to focus on the 

main normative claims relevant for evaluating the international rights question. 

Second, the revised article evaluates and challenges the parties’ claims.  This is another 

explicit requirement of the adversarial model.  For example, evidence is presented confirming the 

Lebanese claim that Israeli violations of its airspace are occurring.  Moreover, claims by Israel’s 

defenders that the flights are justified by the need for reconnaissance are challenged by facts about 

the frequency of the flights and the opinion of at least some military experts who believe that the 

frequency and altitude of the flights are not in line with purely reconnaissance objectives. 

Third, the rewritten article arguably does a better job capturing the audience’s attention.  

Instead of only condoning the use neutral language, the adversarial model condones the use of 

evaluative language when laying out both sides of the rights question (e.g., “flagrant violation,” 

“arrogant incursion,” etc.).   Moreover, the adversarial model generates audience interest by pitting 
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zealously defended and challenged narratives and arguments against each other, creating dramatic 

conflict and tension.63 

Most importantly, the rewritten article is arguably more impartial than the original.  The 

reason is this: Rather than asking the journalist to present the content she believes is most important, 

the adversarial model calls on the journalist to present facts and arguments that intelligent, 

principled, and zealous advocates for both sides of the rights question would find most important for 

enabling the audience to determine the truth.  This criterion for content choice is, at least in theory, 

independent of the journalist’s own view on whether and to what extent rights have been violated.  

Just as a good lawyers in the adversarial legal system should be able to present approximately the 

same case regardless of their opinion of the guilt or innocence of their client, so too, journalists who 

disagree about the answer to the international rights question should be able to identify and present 

roughly the same coverage of the incident by following the journalistic adversarial model.  As 

various articles on the Israeli flights over Lebanon demonstrate, this kind of consistency is clearly 

absent among journalists ostensibly following other models of impartiality.64 

 To sum up, like the model of pragmatic objectivity, the adversarial model requires journalists 

to challenge the parties’ claims and to explore the normative dimensions of international rights 

questions.  However, unlike the model of pragmatic objectivity, the adversarial model offers a better 

solution to the problem of audience interest and, most importantly, the problem of partiality in 

content choice.  It thus provides an attractive alternative to both the Just-the-Facts model and to the 

pragmatic objectivity model when it comes to impartial coverage of international rights questions. 

   

6. Responding to Objections 

Before concluding, I would like to respond to three important objections to the journalistic 

adversarial model. 
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6.1 Two Sides? 

The first objection is this: the adversarial model only represents two sides.  Yet in an 

international conflict, there are often multiple sides each with multiple perspectives and narratives.  

The adversarial model thus seems overly simplistic. 

While I concede that the adversarial model may be a simplistic way to cover international 

conflicts more generally, my claim here is that it is the best way to structure coverage of the more 

narrow international rights questions.  Since these questions fall along a single dimension (i.e., the 

extent to which there has been a rights violation), finding the right answer is a task that lends itself to 

a battle between two opposing, zealously presented arguments.   

Note that there are multiple perspectives in a murder trial as well.  Yet the fundamental task 

of the jury is not to understand everything that happened.  Rather, it is to settle a fairly narrow and 

circumscribed question of whether an unjustified killing has occurred, and if so, to what extent was 

the killer culpable.  For this purpose, the adversarial model seems sufficient. 

 

6.2 Psychological Feasibility? 

 A second objection to the adversarial model has to do with the psychological feasibility of 

this model’s prescriptions for journalists.  Some would argue that it is overly demanding to ask 

journalists to alternate between taking up the perspective of zealous advocates for both sides of the 

international rights question.  One problem is that it is difficult to take up the perspective of a zealous 

advocate for a position that one finds misguided or even morally repugnant.  A second problem is 

that switching from the perspective of a zealous advocate for one side to a zealous advocate for the 

other also seems quite challenging.   

There are three responses to this objection.  First, the example of lawyers suggests that the 

adversarial model does not ask too much psychologically.  A good lawyer will have to put herself in 
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the shoes of a zealous advocate for her client, whatever she may think of her client and his guilt or 

innocence.  In addition, in order to be a good lawyer, she will have to put herself in the shoes of a 

zealous advocate for the other side in order to anticipate which arguments the other side will make.  

If we expect lawyers to be able to do this as part of our justice system, I see little reason why 

journalists cannot be expected to do the same.  Indeed, since the journalistic adversarial model asks 

the journalist to be a principled rather than a mercenary zealous advocate, its psychological 

requirements are not onerous. 

Second, unlike the lawyer, the journalist will often be able to talk to individuals on both sides 

of the international rights question.  Thus, if she is having difficulty imagining what an advocate for a 

particular side might say about a particular incident because she does not find the position 

compelling, she can often simply ask intelligent advocates for the two sides to share their views and 

arguments.  

Finally, note that the psychological requirements of the other models of impartiality also 

seem quite difficult to live up to.  When making any choice about what content to include under the 

Just-the-Facts and pragmatic objectivity models, the journalist must constantly strive to balance her 

pursuit of presenting the content she thinks most conducive to enabling the audience to determine the 

truth with the requirement of being fair to both sides.  This is a very ambiguous and difficult task, 

and it is by no means clear that it is any easier psychologically than the task of alternating between 

being a zealous advocate for both sides of the argument. 

 

6.3 Time and Media Space Constraints? 

 Journalists are under very strict deadlines.  They also have demanding media space 

constraints.  Yet the adversarial model seems to ask more of journalists than the traditional Just-the-

Facts model.  For example, the rewritten article is significantly longer than the original.  There is no 

getting around the fact that evaluating the parties’ claims requires time, and introducing the relevant 
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normative arguments (even briefly) takes media space.  Given the various constraints facing the 

journalist, a third objection is that asking more of the journalist in this way may simply be unrealistic. 

 I have two responses to this objection.  First, as I argued above, in the absence of an 

efficacious international judicial body that can fairly determine the guilt or innocence of the different 

parties and impose its judgment, the journalist’s responsibility to ensure that the public has been 

exposed to the arguments and positions needed to determine the truth about the international rights 

violation allegations has special moral importance.   Therefore, coverage of international rights 

questions should sometimes be given additional journalistic resources or media space relative to 

other stories.   

Second, note that the adversarial model does not necessarily dictate a particular article length 

or particular content.  Fundamentally, the model merely provides an approach to impartiality.  Just 

as the traditional Just-the-Facts model can be used in an article that is a few paragraphs long or an 

article that is several pages long, so too can the adversarial approach be adapted (in principle at least) 

to the constraints facing the journalist (though discussing how exactly this can be done for different 

forms of media is beyond the scope of this paper). 

 

Conclusion 

 The world currently lacks a reliable, legitimate, and efficacious system for adjudicating 

allegations of rights violations in the international context.  Often, the victims’ best hope for an 

outcome that is principled (rather than based on the international balance of power) rests on 

conscientious, well-informed global public opinion.  Therefore, the way in which news organizations 

cover alleged international rights violations is not only a matter of media ethics.  It is also a key 

concern of global justice.  
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 I have argued that news coverage of international rights questions should be strictly impartial.  

That is, this coverage should not reflect the journalist’s own views about whether and to what extent 

rights have been violated.  A journalism of attachment, investigative journalism, a marketplace of 

media perspectives, and analytical journalism all fail to guarantee the arguments on the different 

sides of international rights questions a fair hearing.  Moreover, these forms of journalism expose the 

audience to the journalist’s special biases and personal opinions, thus undermining the independence 

of each audience member’s judgment on the international rights questions, potentially making it less 

likely that the right conclusion will be reached. 

 Yet the Just-the-Facts reporting that has traditionally been synonymous with impartiality is, 

as many scholars have recognized, problematic as well.  It often fails to challenge the parties’ 

narratives and raise the relevant normative arguments.  It is prone to subtle partiality in framing and 

in the choice and ordering of facts.  And it can often be boring.   

I have argued that legal systems provide promising alternative models of impartiality, 

particularly in the context of coverage of international rights questions.  Although Ward’s model of 

pragmatic objectivity (which is quite similar to the model of impartiality used by the inquisitorial 

legal system) solves some of the problems with the Just-the-Facts model, it still leaves coverage of 

international rights questions too dependent on the journalist’s personal views.  I have argued instead 

for an adversarial model of impartiality.  This model asks the journalist to be impartial not by simply 

sticking to the facts or by being an open-minded investigator of the truth but rather by adopting the 

perspectives of a principled zealous advocate for both sides of a particular international rights 

question. 

Many topics remain for future research.  More remains to be said about the precise 

requirements of principled zealous advocacy.  Moreover, I have said fairly little regarding the 

practical application of the model, and in particular, how this model’s recommendations would vary 

for different types of media.  I have also not considered here whether this adversarial model of 
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impartiality could be applied beyond the context of international rights questions (e.g., to coverage of 

domestic political debates).65  

Nevertheless, my goal here has been to motivate further inquiry into these important 

questions by introducing and defending an adversarial model for strictly impartial media coverage of 

international rights questions.  This model, inspired by the adversarial legal system, aims be fair to 

the different parties while best enabling members of the court of global public opinion to determine 

for themselves whether (and to what extent) international rights violations have occurred.  
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